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Total power plant capacity

49,036 MW

RWE’s generation capacity

RWE has the largest 
portfolio in Germany and is 
a major player in Northwest 
Europe. 

RWEST Commercial Asset 
Optimisation manages full 
power plant optionality.

Hard coal 9,950 MW
Lignite 11,071 MW
Gas 16,440 MW
Nuclear 3,901 MW
Renewable energy 3,496 MW
Pumped storage, oil, other 4,178 MW
Under construction

Note: Only power plants with a capacity of >200 MW in February 2014 are displayed on the map. Numbers taken from annual report 2013

ABOUT RWEABOUT RWE RWE BIOMASS SUSTAINABILITY CONTACTS
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…I2 and 
ENplus

Trading: The interface to the world’s wholesale
energy markets

> Some 35 analysts, including five meteorologists, ensure that our traders have a broad and 
fundamental understanding of the markets

> We translate our market perspective into our trading strategies, our investment portfolio and our 
asset optimisation business

> 2013 trading volumes included:

– Power: 1,145 terawatt hours (TWh)

– Gas: 304 billion cubic metres (bcm)

– Coal: 735 million metric tonnes

– Oil: 2,019 million barrels

– CO2 certificates: 626 million

– Biomass: 9 million tonnes – of 
which 2.8 million tonnes physically 
delivered

ABOUT RWEABOUT RWE RWE BIOMASS SUSTAINABILITY CONTACTS
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RWE: Producer, trader and end-user of wood pellets

Upstream
750,000 tonnes 
capacity 

Midstream 
Covers the full 
interface for trading

Downstream
Almost 3 mil. tonnes 
portfolio in 2013

> 170 mil. $ 
investment into a 
pellet mill in 
Waycross, GA

> 750,000 tonnes of 
pellets annually 
from 2012

> Industrial and 
domestic quality

> Co-firing in the 
Netherlands

> Conversion in the UK

> Supply to traders and 
utilities Europe and 
Asia

> Wood pellet trading –physical and financial

> Integrated freight and logistics team 

> Risk and credit management

> Optimization of 

– Freight / logistics

– Storage / working capital 

– Quality 

SUSTAINABILITY CONTACTS

RWE is the only party in the world with multi years of experience in all three parts of the supply chainRWE is the only party in the world with multi years of experience in all three parts of the supply chain

ABOUT RWE RWE BIOMASSRWE BIOMASS
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RWE’s Georgia Biomass, the 
world’s largest wood pellet plant

SUSTAINABILITY CONTACTSABOUT RWE RWE BIOMASSRWE BIOMASS
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RWE trades biomass all over the world
Expected 2015 wood pellet trade flows*:

SUSTAINABILITY CONTACTSABOUT RWE RWE BIOMASSRWE BIOMASS

8.1
Total European 

demand 
served

0.6

Total Asian 
demand served 

250 K
Australia

0.65
Portugal

1.0
Baltics

0.6
Canada 

East

1.25
Canada 

West

400 K
Canada 

West

4.6
US

*RWEST estimates for total I2 seaborne wood pellet flows, not just RWE’s
Excludes SE Asian wood pellets. Note Vietnam, China and Malaysia all delivering to Korea in 2014
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BIOMASS POLICY – EU MACRO

> 2020 targets – legally binding and driving today’s actions and biomass demand
– GHG < 20% vs. 1990
– 20% energy from renewables
– 20% increase in energy efficiency

> 2030 EU Climate and Energy framework: 23/Oct/14 (not legislation)
– 27% EU renewable energy binding target (An EU level target, not national)
– 40% GHG emissions reduction 
– 27% reduction of energy consumption – Indicative target

> Also in 2014: 
– EC “European Security Energy Strategy” and EC Stress test communications

• There is increasing focus on disruption of gas supplies into the EU
– Commission’s proposal on reducing emissions from Medium Combustion Plants (1-

50MW fuel capacity) – SO2, NO, particulate matter

ABOUT RWE RWE BIOMASS BIOMASS POLICYBIOMASS POLICY CONTACTS
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BIOMASS POLICY – EU MICRO

> UK – is committing to putting into law policies designed to hit the 2030 targets. However, 
focus today is still on 2020, with a high carbon tax plus:

– Biomass from coal conversion – CFD (Inv. Contract) and ROCs 

• Note, state aid confirmation is still pending on Investment Contracts

– Biomass CHP – CFD (Inv. Contract and Auctions) and ROCs and RHI

– Biomass Heat – RHI for commercial and domestic applications

– Capacity auction late 2014 – the result will be key to future coal conversions

> DK – Expected to phase out coal by 2025. Currently use a tax incentive to generate heat 
from biomass, vs. fossil fuels (worth c.Eur 35/MWh)

> NL – A new regime starting 2015, with auctions mid-year, that will focus on co-firing 
biomass in coal power stations. Target is 25PJ by 2020

> Bel – An existing regime, in Flanders and Wallonia, with green certificates generated as a 
function of net green energy production

ABOUT RWE RWE BIOMASS BIOMASS POLICYBIOMASS POLICY CONTACTS
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BIOMASS POLICY – EU SUSTAINABILITY

> A EU wide sustainability standard has been discussed, but not implemented to date. Individual 
states have continued to develop their own, in particular:

> UK – based on the Timber Standard and CPET criteria, also including GHG minimum 
reduction requirements (stricter in 2020 & 2025)

> Belgium – focus on the cascading use of materials and waste streams, with approval on a per 
plant basis based on technical and market criteria

– Stemwood will not be accepted, GHG savings 70% using default values

> NL – in process for the pending subsidy. Expected to be final in 2014 and focus on:

– Carbon debt (tropical rainforest, wetland, peatland)

– Slow growing forests with low productivity

SBP is expected to be designed to provide enough information for each market

ABOUT RWE RWE BIOMASS BIOMASS POLICYBIOMASS POLICY CONTACTS
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BIOMASS POLICY - ASIA

> JAPAN 
– Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) to 2010, with focus on FIT going forward 
– Biomass FIT for IPPs, currently c.Yen 24/kWh ($200+ USD/MWh)
– 20 year FIT, but tariff does not escalate 
– Projects expected to come on line from 2017
– Sustainability will be very important for Japan

> KOREA
– Annual RPS targets, with penalties if missed

• 2% in 2012, increasing to 10% by 2027
– 2014 demand is estimated to be c.1.5 – 2.0 million tonnes of wood pellets

• Note in particular to the BC market, Korean demand is currently being served 
increasingly from SE Asia

• Will there be a cap on co-firing? 
– Demonstrating biomass sustainability is not currently required to meet the RPS

ABOUT RWE RWE BIOMASS BIOMASS POLICYBIOMASS POLICY CONTACTS
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BIOMASS POLICY – Closing thoughts

> The global biomass market is not only driven by national policies. As with solar power, 
many of the best markets are where subsidies are not needed. 
– The wood pellet market is ~50/50 industrial/heat

> So why so much emphasis on regulation?
– Significant step changes in demand, that support long term contracts, tend to follow 

national renewable energy targets
– The EU, Japan and Korea are actively increasing their renewable energy generation 

and biomass for power and / or heat is part of the solution
• Low cost, available, renewable energy

– Using biomass in coal power stations complements a shift away from coal
• Existing depreciated assets are well positioned to switch to biomass

– There is a push today on achieving 2020 targets in Europe

> Sustainability is increasingly important, especially where subsidies are driving demand
– Where consumers pay more for their electricity, demonstrate the biomass is sustainable

ABOUT RWE RWE BIOMASS BIOMASS POLICYBIOMASS POLICY CONTACTS
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RWE Supply & Trading Biomass Contacts
Biofuels Trading - Global Solid Fuels
Trigonos
Windmill Hill Business Park
Whitehill Way
Swindon
SN5 6PB

Henry Pease
tel : + 44 330 100 5867
mob : + 44 7785 433 409
email : henry.pease@rwe.com

Martin de Wolff 
tel : + 44 330 100 5866
mob : + 44 7785 433 420
email : martin.dewolff@rwe.com

Jorrit Hachmer 
tel : + 44 330 100 5865
mob : + 44 7785 433 419
email : jorrit.hachmer@rwe.com

ABOUT RWE RWE BIOMASS SUSTAINABILITY CONTACTSCONTACTS
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Disclaimer
The information herein is made available solely for informational purposes. Nothing in this presentation, either express or 
implied, shall, or shall be construed to, create any legally binding obligation or is to be construed as investment advice, a
solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related physical or financial commodities or to otherwise make any 
investment.

All information is believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed as being accurate, current, complete or error free. Neither RWE
Supply & Trading GmbH nor the RWE Group may be held liable for any direct, indirect, consequential or other losses or 
damages arising out of or in connection with the use of information or quotations. Any liability in cases of wilful misconduct or 
gross negligent acting remains unaffected. This presentation may contain forward-looking statements regarding the future 
development of the RWE Group and its companies as well as economic and political developments. These statements are 
assessments that RWE has made based on information available to the company at the time this document was prepared. In 
the event that the underlying assumptions do not materialise or additional risks arise, actual performance can deviate from 
the performance expected at present. Therefore, RWE cannot, and does not intend to, assume any responsibility for the 
accuracy of these statements.

The information herein is subject to copyright laws and may not be reproduced, distributed or otherwise commercially 
exploited in any manner without the permission of RWE Supply & Trading GmbH.


